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1 · Introduction 

The study of the quasiparticle excitations in solids has been one of the most fascinating 
subjects for many years (l]. The subject of the present paper is a microscopic many-body 
theory of strongly correlated electron models. A principal importance of this problem is 
related with the dual character of electrons in a wide class of materials (transition metal 
oxides, intermediate-valence solids, heavy fermions and high-Tc superconductors). The 
behaviour of electrons in these materials exhibit both localized and delocalized features [2]. 
Contrary to the wide-band electron systems (like simple metals), where the fundamentals 
are very well known and the electrons can be represented in a way such that they weakly 
interact with each other, in these substances the bands are narrow, the electrons interact 
strongly and moreover their spectra are complicated. · 
The problem of the adequate description of the strongly correlated electron systems has 
been studied intensively during the last decade, especialy in context of Heavy Fermions 
and High-Tc superconductivity (2]. The understanding of the true nature of the elec
tronic states and their quasiparticle dynamics are one of the central topics of the current 
experimental and theoretical efforts in the field. The plenty of experimental and theo
retical results show that this many-body quasiparticle dynamics is quite non-trivial. A 
vast amount of theoretical searches for the suitable description of the strongly .correlated 
fermion systems deal with the simplified model Hamiltonians. These include as workable 
patterns single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM) [3] and Hubbard model (4]. In spite 
of certain drawbacks these models exhibit the key physical feature: the competition and 
interplay between kinetic energy (itinerant) and potential energy (localized) effects. A 
fully consistent theory of quasiparticle dynamics of both models is believed to be crucially 
important (5], (6] for a deeper understanding of the true nature of the electronic states in 
the above mentioned class of materials. 
In spite of many theoretical efforts the complete solution of dynamical problem still lack
ing for the "simple" Anderson/Hubbard model. One of the main reasons for.this is that it 
has been recognized relatively recently only (7] that the simplicity of the Anderson model 
manifests itself not in the many-body dynamics (the right definition of the quasil:)articles 
via the poles of the Green's functions) but rather at quite different level - in the dynamics 
of the two-particle scattering, resulting in the elegant Bethe-ansatz solution, which gives 
the static characteristics(static susceptibility, specific heat etc.); In this sense, as to the 
true many-body dynamics, th!! complete analytical solution of this problem is still a quite 
open subject. The present paper is primarily devoted to the analysis of the relevant many
body dynamical solution of the SIAM and its correct functional structure. We wish to 
determine which solution actually arise from both the self-consistent many-body approach 
and intrinsic nature of the model itself. We believe strongly that before numerical calcu~ 
lations of the spectral intensity of the Green function at low energy and low temperature 
it is quite important to have the consistent and close analytical representation for the one
particle GF of SIAM and Hubbard model. To confirm this let us mention two examples 
only: i) recent "exact" dynamical solution (8] of the Anderson model, which is in fact the 
well-known lowest order approximative interpolation solution (9]; ii)"nonperturbative" 
self-energy corrections to the Hubbard model [10], where the self-energy (Eq.(15)) in the 



second-order in U (c.f. [5]) has been used for the calculation of the corrections to "Hub
bard I" solution, which is essentially strong-U solution and, moreover, is incorrect even 
in this limit. A"proper many-body description of dynamic correlations is very actual also 
for the investigation of the dynamics of many-impurity Anderson model, where standard 
advanced many-body methods does not work properly in usual formulation. Recently\ a 
lot of efforts have been devoted for better understanding of the static and dynamical prop
erties of the Anderson Model in the context of many impurity case(e.g. [6], (11]). This 
field is quite important for description of magnetic properties of anomalous rare-earth 
compounds [12] - (16]. Although the few-impurity Anderson model has not been studied 
extensively, with the use of conformal field theories the correspondi"ng Kondo problem has 
been at this point clarified substantially (17]. 
The problem of an adequate and consistent description of dynamics of single-impurity 
and many-impurity Anderson models(SIAM and TIAM) and other models of correlated 
lattice electrons' is still not solved analytically completely yet. It is well known [1], that 
the proper theoretical description of the dynamical properties of the Anderson model has 
a direct relationship with experiment, namely with different types of photoelectronic stud
ies off and d electrons in rare-earths and actinide compounds (18], (19] and description of 
transport properties. Core-level x-ray photoemission and photoabsorption spectroscopies 
are powerful tools in the study of electron states in solids. The Anderson model provides 
a microscopic basis and also a point of view for discussing this phenomena [20]. There are 
some points still remains open to discussion in this field (21], (22] and to settle this issue 
we need a better understanding a first-principles microscopic, description of the many
body quasiparticle dynamics of the Anderson and related models. This problem has been 
studied intensively during last decades (23] - (30]. The paper (30] clearly show an impor
tance of the calculation of the Green's function and spectral densities in a self-consistent 
way. A remarkable achievement was made recently in papers (31], (32] with numerical 
renormalization group approach. Their results, though being only numerical, provide an 
accurate description for the frequency and temperature dependence of the single-particle 
spectral densities and transport time. 
During the last decades a lot of theoretical papers have been published, attacking the An
derson model by many refined many-body analytical methods (33] - (43]. Nevertheless, 
the fully consistent dynamical analytical solution in the closed form for a single-particle 
propagator of SIAM is still lacking. In this paper the problem of consistent analyti
cal descrip'tion of the many-body dynamics of SIAM will be discussed in the framework 
of equation-of-motion appproach for two-time thermodynamic Green's Functions. Our 
main motivation was the fact that an interesting approach to dynamics of the Anderson 
model (36], (37] (and Hubbard model (10]) was formulated recently using the modified ver
sion of Kadanoff-Baym method. Our aim is to compare this approach with the equation-of 
motion technique for two-time thermodynamic Green's Functions, having in mind to find 
the most suitable technique for subsequent descrption of a dynamics of few-impurity An
derson model. 
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2 Model 

The Hamiltonian of SIAM can be written in the form 

H = L:>kctuck" + L Eo"J;tfo" + U/2 L no"no-<1 + L Vi(ctJo" + /d,rCk,r) (1) 
h " " h 

where ct and J;t are respectively the creation operators for conduction and localized 
electrons; Ek is the conduction electron energy, E0" is the localized electron energy level 
and U is the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction at the impurity site. Vi represents the 
s - f hybridisation. 
Our goal is to propose the new combined many-body approach for description of the 
many-body quasiparticle dynamics of SIAM at finite temperatures. The interplay and 
competition of the kinetic energy (Ek), potential energy (U) and hybridisation (V) affects 
substantially the electronic spectrum. The renormalised electron energies are temperature 
dependent and electronic states have a finite life times. These effects are most suitable 
accounted for the Green functions method (1], (2]. The way of derivation of the "exact" 
solution (8] gives to us an opportunity to emphasize some important issues about the 
relevant dynamical solutions of the strongly correlated electron models (SIAM, TIAM, 
Hubbard model, PAM etc.) and to formulate in a more sharp form the ideas of the method 
of the Irreducible Green's Functions (IGF) (5]. This IGF method allows one to describe 
the quasiparticle spectra with damping of the strongly correlated electron systems in 
a very general and natural way and to construct the relevant dynamical solution in a 
self-consistent way on the level of Dyson equation without decoupling the chain of the 
equation of motion for the GFs. 

3 Dynamical Properties 

At this point it is worthwhile to underline that despite that the fully consistent dynamical 
solution of SIAM is still lacking, a few important contributions has been done previously 
with the equations of motion for the GFs. To give a more instructive discussion let us 
consider the single-particle GF of localized electrons, which is defined as 

G"(t) =<< fo"(t),fit, >>= -i0(t) < [/o"(t),Jit]+ >= 

j
+oo 

, 1/21r _
00 

dwexp(-iwt)G,,(w) (2) 

The simplest approximative "interpolating" solution of SIAM has the form (9]: 

G ( ) - 1 U<no-u> _ 
u w - --------,- + -,----------,------- -

_ w - Eou - S(w) (w ___: Eo" - S(w) - U)(w - Eoa - S(w)) 
1- < no-u > < no-u > ------+ --------

w - Eo,, - S(w) w-Eo,,-S(w)-U 
(3) 

where 

S(w) = L 1Vkl
2 

k w- fk 
(4) 
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The values of nu should to be determined through the selfconsistency equation 

nu=< no.,.>=-~ j dEJ(E)lmG.,.(E,n.,.) (5) 

where 
f(E) = [exp(,BE) + lt1 

This solution is valid at small V only and was analyzed in details in paper [24] in the 
context of screening effects in the core-level spectra of mixed-valence compounds, where 
it was shown that solution (3) is valid for V < 0.5 eV (with core-hole interaction). The 
"atomic-like" interpolating solution (3) reproduces correctly the two important limits: 

_ 1- < no-u > + < no_.,. > , 
G.,.(w)- w-Eo.,. w-E

0
.,.-U 

1 
G.,.(w) = w - Eo.,. - S(w), 

for V = 0 

for U = 0 (6) 

The important point about formulas (6) is that any approximate solution of SIAM should 
be consistent with it. Let us remind how to get solution (3). It follows from the system 
of equation for small-V limit: 

(w - Eo.,. - S(w)) << foulfdu >>w= 1 + U << fo.,.no-.,.lfdu >>w, (7) 

(w - Eo.,. - U) << fo.,.no-.,.lft.,. >>w~< no_.,. > + L ¼ << Ck.,.no.,.lfdu >>w, (8) 
k 

(w - Ek)<< Ck.,.no-.,.lfdu >>w= ¼ << fo.,.no-ulfit, >>w (9) 

The equation ( 8) is approximative; it include two more terms, which were threated in 
the limit of small V in paper [34]. The solution (3) has been obtained in paper [8) 
and presented as an "exact". We shall see later on that, in fact, all results in [8) are 
approximative and are valid in the lowest order in V. 
Another advanced many-body approach to analytical solution of SIAM was proposed in 
paper [36). A modified Kadanoff-Baym equation-of motion technique has been used in 
[36) to get a solution, which have a number of truly remarkable properties. This solution 
was first found analytically [36), then only recently verified numerically [37). To find 
more complex expansion, including both U and V, the "mean-fields" in paper [36) were 
"introduced" as follows: 

<< fouft_.,.ck_.,.lfit, >>~< fii-uCk-u ><< foulfit, >>, 

<< fo.,.ct_.,.Jo-.,.lft_.,. >>~< ct_ufo-u ><<foul/it,>>, 

<< Ck.,.fd-u<;,-ulfit, >>~< f,i-u<;,-u ><< Ckulfit, >>, 

<< CkuCt-ufo-ulfdu >>~< ct-ufo-u ><< Ckulfdu >> (10) 

In fact, the procedure of introduction of the mean field corrections in the paper [36) remind 
. (but not coincide) with that of the more systematic IGF method. The inelastic scattering 
corrections (self- energy) and elastic ones (mean-field) are separated in the IGF method 
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in the most consistent and general way. The Neal's definition (10) will be clearer if one 
rewrite the "effective mean-field" part of the full Neal's solution in the following form 

Here 

1 
G.,.=--------+ 

w - Eou - S(w) - Zu(w) 
Un_" 

(w - Eo.,. - S(w) - U)(w - Eo.,. - S(w) - Zu(w)) 
(11) 

Z.,. = w - Eo.,. !! S(w)- u(l + ~ (wl~~2k)2)(~ V,,(< f,L<;,-u > - < ct-ufo-u >)) 

(12) 
Since the symmetry properties of< ct.,.fou >, the connection of the GFs (11) and (3) can 
now be made by noting that Zu = 0. 

4 Generalised Mean Fields 

We now proceed to the details. In the important paper [34) the calculation of the GF 
(2) has been considered in the limit of infinitely strong Coulomb correlation U and small 
hybridisation V. It was shown, with the using the decoupling procedure for the higher
order GFs, that the obtained solution gives the correct result in the Kondo limit at low 
temperatures and for some other limits. The functional structure of the Lacroix's solution 
generalize the solution (3). The paper [34) deal with the GF (2). The starting point is 
the system of equations: 

(w - Eou - S(w)) <<foul/it,>>= 1 + U << founo-ulfit, >> (13) 

(w - Eou - U) << founo-ulfdu >>=< no-u > + L ¼(<< Ckuno-ulfdu >> -
k 

<< Ck-ufri-ufo.,.lfit, >> + << ct_ufoufo-ulfiJ;,. >>) (14) 

Using the relatively simple decoupling procedure for higher-order equation of motion, the 
qualitatively correct low-temperature spectral intensity has been calculated. The final 
expression for the GF (2) for finite U has the form 

I + - 1 
<< Jo.,. fo.,. >>- w-E

0
.,. - S(w) + US1(w) + 

U < no-u > +UF1(w) 
K(w)(w - E°" - S(w) + US1(w)) 

(15) 

where F1 , S1 and K are certain complicated expressions, which can be easyly derived. 
We shall write down explicitly the infinite U approximate GF [34}: 

. + _ 1- < no_.,. > -Fu(w) 
<< foulfou >>- W - Eo.,. - S(w) - ZJ(w) (16) 
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The following notations have been used 

Fq = V L < Jt_qck-q > 
k W - Ek 

(17) 

z; = v2"" < ct_qCk-q > - S(w)V"" < J;Lck-q > 
L., W - Ek L., W - Ek 
q,k k 

(18) 

The functional structure of the single-particle GF (16) is quite transparent. The expression 
in numerator of (16) play a role of "dynamical mean-field", which is proportional to 
< ffi-qCk-q >. In the denominator instead of bare shift S(w) (4) we have an "effective 
shift" S1 = S(w) + Z;(w). The choice of the specific procedure of decoupling for the 
higher-order equation of motion specify the selected "generalised mean fields" (GMFs) 
and "effective shifts". This is a central statement of the present considerations which we 
shall illustrate below in details. 

5 Interpolating Solution 

It will be quite revealing to discuss briefly the general concepts of constructing of inter
polative dynamical solution of the strongly correlated electron models. The very problem 
of the consistent interpolation solution of the many-body electro!). models was formulated 
explicitly by Hubbard [44] in the context of Hubbard model and. by Kim [45] in context of 
SIAM. Hubbard clearly ponted out one particular feature of consistent theory, insisting 
that it should gives exact results fo the two opposite limits of very wide and very narrow 
bands. It was argued by Hubbard [44], " that this was a desirable feature of a theory 
which was intended to interpolate between these limits". The same remarks was made by 
Kim [45] for SIAM. 
The functional structure of required interpolating solution can be clarified if one consider 
the atomic (very narrow band) solution of the Hubbard model: 

1 -n-q n_q - 1 
aat(w) = --+ U - - t - Eat(w) w - to w - to - w o 

where • U 
Eat( ) n_q 

W = 1 - (1-n-~)U 
w-to 

Let us consider the expansion in terms of U: 

Ea1(w) ~ n_qU + n_q(l - n_q)U2-
1-t + O(U) 

w- 0 

The well known "Hubbard I" solution can be written as 

G _ 1 _ 1 
k - w - E(k) - Ea1(w) - (Qat)-1 + to - E(k) 
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(22) 
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The partial "Hubbard III" solution, which called "alloy analogy" approximation has the 
form: 

E(w) = 1 - (U :-;fw))G(w) (23) 

Equation (23) is possible to get from (20) taking into account the following relationship: 

1 1 
-- ex --G(w) - E(w)G(w) 
w - to 1 - n_q • 

(24) 

The Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA) provide a basis for physical interpretation 
of equation (23), which correspond to e_limination of the dynamics of -u electrons. In 
analogy with (21) it is posible to expand: 

n_qu 
1 - (U - E(w))G(w) ~ n_qU + n_qU(U - E)G

0
(w - E)+ O(U) (25) 

The solution (16) does not reproduce correctly the U-perturbation expansion (c.f. [411) 
for the self-energy of the GF (2): · 

Mq(w) ~ U < no-q > + 
u2 J dEi J dE

2 
J dE/(E1)f(E2)(l - f(E3)) + (1 - f(Ei)(l - J(E2))J(E3) 

. w-~-~+~ 
ImGq(E1)ImG_q(E2)ImG_q(E3) (26) 

It will be shown in separate publication elsewhere that it is possible to find certain way 
to incorporate this U2 perturbation theory expansion in the functional structure of the 
interpolating dynamical solution of SIAM in a self-consistent way on the level of the 
higher-order GFs. A heuristic semi-empirical approach for the constructing such a solution 
for SIAM and periodic Anderson Model (PAM) has been proposed in paper [39] and for 
Hubbard model in paper [46]. The advanced many-body dynamical solution of papers 
[36], [37], which correctly reproduces (6), does not incorporate (in one expression) (26), 
too. The IGF approach [5], [41] with the using of minimal algebra of relevant operators 
allows one to find an interpolating solution for weak and strong Coulomb inter~ction U 
and to calculate explicitly the quasiparticle spectra and their damping for the both limits. 
The U-perturbation expansion (26) is included in the IGF scheme in a self-consistent 
way. That means that one can use the suitable iteration procedure for the system of 
equations [41]: 

+ 1 
<< foqlfoq >>= E U S( ) Mq w - Oq - n_q - w - 00 

M;;, ~ u2 j+oo dE1dE2dE3 [J(E1)(l - J(E2) - J(E3)) + 
_ 00 w + E1 - E2 - E3 

f ( E2 )J( E3 )]Yo-q ( E1 )goq ( E2)Yo-q ( E3) 
1 . 

Yoq =--Im<< foqlfria >> 
'Jr . 
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If we take for the first iteration step in (28) 

gou '.:::'. li(E - Eau - Un_u) 

we obtain 

M:fo(w) = u 2 f(Eou + u::~L--1J!:: + Un_u)) = U2N-u(l - N_u)~(w) 

(30) 

(31) 

where N-u = f(Eou +Un_"). This is well known "atomic" limit of the self-energy in the 
sense of equation (25). The correct second-order contribution in the local approximation 
for the Hubbard model has the form [46] 

G
- Gu<< no-ulno-u >> 

CT (X 

n_u(l - n_u) 
(32) 

The same arguments should be valid for SIAM too. 

6 Complex Expansion for a Propagator 

We now proceed with analytical many-body consideration. One may attempt to consider 
the suitable solution for the SIAM starting from the following exact relation , which was 
derived in paper [41]: 

<< foulfit, >>= g0 + g° Pg0 

g0 = (w - Eou - S(w)t1 

P = u < no-u > +u2 << !auna-ulfitna-u >> 

(33) 
(34) 

(35) 

The advantage of the equation (33) is that it is purely identity and does not include any 
approximation. Having emphasized the importance of the role of the equation (33) , let 
us see now what is the best possible fit for the higher-order GF in (35). We proceed by 
considering the equation of motion for it: 

(w - Eau - U) << founo-ulfi;;,no-u >>=< no-u-> + 
L)"i:( << Ckuno-ulfi;;,no-u >> + 

k 

<< cLufoufo-ulfi;;,no-u >> - << Ck-ufd-ufoulfi;;,no-u >>) (36) 

We can think of it as defining the new kinds of elastic and inelastic scattering processes 
that contribute to the formation of the generalized mean fields and self-energy (damping) 
corrections. The construction of the suitable mean fields can be quite non-trivial [5], [6] 
and it is rather difficult to get it from an intuitive physical point of view. To describe these 
contributions self-consistently let us consider, in analogy with paper· [34], the equations 
of motion for the higher-order GFs in the r.h.s. of (36). 

(w - Ek)<< Ckuno-ulfi;;,no-u >>= V << fauno-ulfi;;,no-u >> + 
LV(<< Ckufd-uC.,,-ulfi;;,no-u >> - << CkuC1-ufo-ulfi;;,no-u >>) (37) 

p 
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(w - fk - Eau+ Ea-u) << Ck-ufci-ufoullit,no-u >>= - < fci-uCk-unou > -
V << founo-ulfi;;,no-u >> + 

LV(<< Ck-uf;Lcpulfi;;,no-u >> - << Ck-uC:_ufoulfi;;,no-u >>) 
p 

(w + fk - Eau - Eo-u - U) << cLufoufo-ulfi;;,no-u >>= - < ct-ufoufi;;,fo-cr > + 

(38) 

V << founo-ulfi;;,no-u >> + 
LV(<< cLucpufo-ulfi;;,no-u >> + << cL,fouC.,,-ulfi;;,no-u >>) (39) 

p 

Now let us see how to proceed forth to get the suitable functional structure of the relevant 
solution. The intrinsic nature of the system of the equations of motion (37) - (39) suggest 
to consider the following approximation: 

(w - Ek)<<: Ckuno-ulfi;;,no-u >>~ V << founo-ulfi;;,no-u >> (40) 

(w - fk - Eau+ Ea-u) << Ck-ufd-ufoulfi;;,no-u >>~ - < fci-uCk-unou > 
-V( << founo-ulfi;;,no-u >> - << Ck-ucLufoulfi;;,no-cr >>) (41) 

(w + fk - Eau - Ea-u - U) << cLufoufo-ulfi;;,no-u >>~ - < cLufoufi;;,fo-u > + 
V(<< founo-ulfi;;,no-u >> + << ct-ufouCk-ulfi;;,no-u >>) (42) 

It is transparent that the construction of the approximations (40)-(42) are related with 
the small-V expansion and is not unique, but very natural. As a result we find the explicit 
expression for the GF in (35) 

< n0_" > :..._F;(w) 
<< founo-"lfi;;,no~u >>~ w _ Eau - U - S1(w) 

Here the following notations have been used 

" 2 1 1 
Si(w) = S(w) + ~ IVI (w - fk - Eau+ Eo-<1 + W + fk - Eau - Eo-u - u) 

le 

F; = L(VF2+ v2F3) 
le 

p
2 
= < ct_"Jaufi;;,fo-u > + _ < fii-"Ck-<1nau > 

w + fk - Eau - Eo-" - U w-Ek-'"""'E°"+Eo...,,, 
<< Ck-"4-ufo"lfi;;,no-" >> << ct_"Jauc1e-;,lfit,no-" >> ~=----------+--~-------

w - fie - Eau + Eo-<1 W + fie - Eo" - Eo-u - U 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Now one can substitute the GF in (35) by the expression (43). This will give to us the 
new approximative dynamical solution of SIAM where the complex expansion in both 
U and V have been incorporated. The important observation is that this new solution 
satisfies the both limits (6). For example, if we wish to get a lowest order approximation 
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up to U2 , V2 , it is very easy to notice that for V = 0: 

+ + < ct_,,Ck-u >< no-u > 
<< fo,,ck_,,ck-ulfo,,no-u >>~ ---"'-"------

w - Eo,, - U 

+ + < Ck-uct_,, >< no-u > 
<< Ck-uCk_,,fo,,Jfo,,no-u >>~ -----"--"----

w - Eo,, - U 
(48) 

This results in the possibility to find explicitly all necessary quantities and, thus, to solve 
the problem in a self-consistent way. 
There are numerous other possibilities that lead to a more advanced and sophisticated 
solutions. It will be shown in separate paper that the system of equations ( 40) - ( 42) lead 
us to a possibility to incorporate the U-perturbation expansion (26) in our new solution 
for the GF (35). 

7 Irreducible Green Functions Approach 

After developing some of the basic facts about the correct functional structure of the rel
evant dynamical solution_ of the SIAM we are looking for, we shall give a more instructive 
considerations. Thus we are led to search the most suitable choice for "generalised mean 
fields" (GMF) and "effective shift" for SIAM. An advanced many-body method that had 
led to the discovery of such GMF and interpolating solutions of the Anderson/Hubbard 
model was proposed in papers [47], [5], [6], [41]. It turns out"that the various solutions of 
the Anderson/Hubbard model are in fact given by this IGF method for various different 
choice of the relevant generalised ·mean fields. The Neal's approach remind (but not co
incide with) that of the more systematic IGF method. In what follows, we shall pretend 
to combine the above mentioned circle of ideas in a more consistent and unified scheme. 
The essense of the method of IGF is as follows. The introduction of the irreducible parts 
of the GFs results in separation of all suitable renormalizations ofthe "generalized mean 
fields" (GMF). As a result, without having to make any truncation ·of the hierarchy of 
equations for the GFs, one can write down a Dyson equation (in terms of retarded GFs) 

G= GMF +GMFMG (49) 

and obtain an exact analytical representation for the self-energy operator M in terms of 
higher-order GFs 

M = (GMF)-1 _ a-1 (50) 

Approximate solutions are constructed as definite approximations for the self-energy, in 
another words on the level of the higher-order GFs. It was demonstrated in papers [5], (41] 
how to get relevant approximations for the self-energy by means of suitable approximation 
for high-order GF. In the present work we will use an essentially new method. We shall 
write an equation of motion for the higher-order GF and then, using an exact relation be
tween initial and higher-order GFs, derive complex expansion in U and V for one-particle 
propagator. It is necessary to emphasize that there is an intimate connection between ad
equate introductions of mean fields and internal symmetries of the Hamiltonian. Though 
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we do not want to go here into the mathematical subtleties of defining the correct mean 
fields for different models, we shall mention only that GMF can exhibit a quite non-trivial 
structure, especially for the strongly correlated case (5], [6]. To obtain this structure cor
rectly, one must construct the full GF from the complete algebra o( relevant operators. 
It was shown in [41], using the minimal algebra of relevant operators, that the construc
tion of the GMFs for SIAM is quite non-trivial for the strongly correlated case and it is 
rather difficult to get it from an intuitive physic~! point of view. 
In this papers we want to continue this line of consideration dealing with a more extended 
new algebra of operators from which the relevant matrix GF will be constructing. In the 
same spirit it belongs to the most important intentions of this work to provide the basis 
for future consideration of the self-consistent interpolation' dynamical solutions of a few
impurity Anderson model, which will be done in separate papers elsewhere. 
We now return to the IGF method again and consider how generalise solution (3) with 
IGF approach in a self-consistent way. Let us consider the following equation of motion 
in the matrix form 

L F(p, k)G,,(p,w) =I+ L V,,D(p,w) 
p p 

where G is initial 4 X 4 matrix GF and D is the higher-order GF: 

(

Gn 
G21 

G,, = G31 

G41 

G12 
G22 
G32 
G42 

Here the following notations have been used 

G13 
G23 
G33 
G43 

G14) G24 
G34 
G44 

Gn =<< CkuJct,, >>; G12 =<< Ckulf«t >>; 
G13 =<< Ckulf«tno-u >>; G14 =<< CkuJct,no-u >>; 

G21 =<< fo,,Jct, >>; G22 =<< foulf«t >>; 
G23 =<< foulf:Uno-u >>; G24 =<< fo,,Jct,no-u >>; 
G31 =<< fo,,no-,,Jct,, >>; G32 =<< fo,,no-ulfriu >>; 

G33 =<< fo,,no-ulf:Uno-u >>; G34 =<< fo,,no_,,Jct,no-u >>; 
G41 =<< Ck,,no_,,Jct, >>; G42 =<< Ckuno-uJfit, >>; 

G43 =<< q,,no-ulf:Uno-u >>; G44 =<< Ckuno_,,Jct,no-u >>; 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

We avoid to write down explicitly the relevant 16 GFs from which matrix GF D consist 
of for the brevity. For our aims here it will be enough to proceed forth in the following 
way. 
The equation.(51) results from the first-time differentiation of the GF G and is a starting 
point for the IGF approach. Let us introduce the irreducible part for the higher-order GF 
D, by definition, in the following way (c.f. [5], [41]): 

DJ= D13 - L L13"Ga/Ji (o,/3) = (1,2,3,4) (54) 
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and define the GMF GF according to 
~ - MF L F(p, k)G" (p,w) = I, (55) 

p 

then we will be able to write down explicitly the Dyson equation ( 49) 
expression for the self-energy M (50) in the matrix form: 

and the exact 

(

0 0 0 0 ) 

Mu(k,w) = r1 L V,,Vq ~. ~ :}33 :}34 rl 
p,q O O M43 M44 

Here matrix I is given by 

CL 0 0 
1 < no-u > 

< no-c, > < no-u > 
0 0 

<nor>) 

< no-u > 

and the the matrix elements of M have the form: 

where 

M33 =<< A;r(p)IB;'(q) >>,M34 =<< A;r(p)IB;r(k,q) >> 

M43 =<< A1(k,p)IB;r(q) >>,M44 =<< A1(k,p)IB;r(k,q) >> 

A1(p) = (ct-ufoufo-u - Cp-ufd-ufou); 
A2(k,p) = (ckufd-uCp-u - Cf<c,Ct-ufo-u); 

B1(P) = (ft,ct-ufo-u - friufd-uCp-u); 
B2(k,p) = (cfuct-ufo-u - ctufii-uCp-u); 

(56) 

(57) 

Since self-energy M describes the processes of inelastic scattering of electrons ( c-c , f-f and 
c-f types), its approximate representation would be defined by the nature of the physical 
assumptions about this scattering. 
To get an idea about the functional structure of our GMF solution (55) let us write down 
the matrix element GMF: 

GMF _ J. IJ.+ _ < no-u > 
33 -<< ouno-u . ouno-u >>- w - E~F - U - SMF(w)- Y(w) + 

< no-u > Z(w) 
(w - E!;f,F - U - SMF(w) - Y(w))(w - Eou - S(w)) 

(58) 

Y(w) = UZ(w) 
w-E0u -S(w) 

(59) 

Z(w) = S(w) ~ VpL41 + ~ IV,,12 L42 + S(w)L31 + ~ V,,L32 (60) 
Lw-fMF Lw-fMF L 

p p p p p 
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Here the coefficients L41, L42 , L31 and L32 are the certain complicated averages (see defini
tion (54)) from which the functional of the GMF is build. If we insert our GMF solution 
(58) in (35) we shall get an essentially new dynamical solution of SIAM, which is con
structed on the basis of the complex (combined) expansion of the propagator in both 
U and V parameters and which reproduces the exact solutions of SIAM for V = 0 and 
U = 0. It generalise (even on the mean-field level) the solutions of papers [34), [36). 

At this point it is worth to discuss some of.the issues involved in deciding whether or 
not the solution of paper [8) is "exact". Let us consider the our first equation of motion 
(51) , before introducing of the irreducible GFs (54). Let us put simply in this equation 
the higher-order GF D = 0! To distinguish this simplest equation from the GMF one 
(55) we write it in the following form 

LF(p,k)G°(p,w) = I 
p 

The corresponding matrix eleme!lts in which we are interesting in here reads 

r,0 _ I + .:._ 1- < no-u > < no-u > 
1.722 -<< fou fou >>- W - Eou - S(w) + W - Eou - S(w) - U 

r,0 I + < no-u > 
1.733 =<< founo-u founo-u >>= W _ Eou _ S(w) _ U 

~2 =<< founo-ulf! >>= ~3 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

The conclusion is rather evident. The results of paper [8) follows from our matrix GF 
(52) in the lowest order in V, even before introduction of GMF corrections, not speaking 
about of the self-energy corrections. The two GFs ~ 2 and ~ 3 are equal only in the 
lowest order in V. It is quite clear, that the full our solution 

c-1 = [(GMFrl _ MJ-1 (65) 

which includes the self-energy corrections (56), is much more richer. 
In fact, it is very easy to rewrite the system of the equations of motion (2) - (4) of pa
per [8) in the completely equivalent form, which coincide with equation (33). As was 
mentioned above, identity (33) has been derived in paper [41]. · Here we used this identity 
in quite another way than in [41) to get the new complex expansion for the single-particle 
propagator. The identity (33) permit also to reformulate the problem of the derivation of 
the suitable interpolative solution of the SIAM, including the U-perturbation expansion, 
on the rather different then the single-particle GF level, on the. lev:el of _the higher-order 
GFs as it will be shown in a separate publication. 
It is worthwhile to underline that our 4 x 4 matrix GMF GF (52) gives only approximative 
description of the suitable mean fields. If we shall consider more extended algebra, we 
shall get the more correct structure of the relevant GMF. A more rigorous mathematical 
derivation of this relevant algebra, showing its central importance for the self-consistent 

·dynamical solution ot SIAM, will.be presented elsewhere. 
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8 Discussion 

In summary, ·we presented in this paper a consistent many-body approach to analytical 
dynamical solution of SIAM at finite temperatures and for the broad interval of the values 
of the model parameters. We used an exact result (33) to connect the single-particle GF 
with the higher-order GF to obtain an complex combined expansion in terms of U and 
V for the propagator, which is similar to that of paper [36] but differ in a more correct 
identification and separation of elastic (mean fields) and inelastic ( damping) contributions 
to the self-energy. To summarize, we therefore reformulated the problem of searches for 
appropriate many-body dynamical solution for SIAM in a way which provide us with 
an effective and workable scheme for the constructing of advanced analytical approxima
tive solutions for the single-particle GFs on the level of the higher-order GFs in a rather 
systematic and a self-consistent way. This procedure has the advantage that it systemat
ically use the principle of interpolating solution within equation-of-motion approach for 
the GFs. The leading principle, which we have used here was to look more carefully for 
the intrinsic functional structure of the required relevant solution and then to formulate 
approximations for the higher-order GFs in accordance with this structure. 
The main results of our IGF study are the exact Dyson equation (49) for the full 4x4 
matrix GF (52) and the new derivation of the GMF GF (55). The approximative explicit 
calculations of the inelastic self-energy corrections are quite straightforward but tedious 
and too extended for the presentation it here. It will be done in the following paper 
soon. Here we want to emphasize the essentially new point of view on the derivation of 
the Generalized Mean Fields for SIAM when we are interesting in the interpolating fi
nite temperature solution for the single-particle propagator. Our final solution ((33) with 
(58)) has the correct functional structure and differ essentially from our previous solution 
of paper [41] where the different algebra of the relevant operators has been used. 
Of course, there are important criteria to be met (mainly numerically) , such as the 
question left open, whether the present approximation satisfies the Friedel sumrule (this 

· question left open by [36] and [34] too). A quantitative numerical.comparison of self
consistent results (e.g. the width and shape of the Kondo resonance in the near-integer 
regime of the SIAM) would be crucial too. In the present paper we has concentrated on 
the problem of correct functional structure of the single-particle GF itself. The numerical 
calculations will be done in separate publication elsewhere. Our main· result reveal the 
fundamental importance of the adequate definition of the Generalised Mean Fields at 
finite temperatures, which results in a more deep insight into the nature of quasiparticle 
states of the correlated lattice fermions. We believe that our approach offer a new way for 
the systematic constructions of the approximative dynamical solutions of SIAM, TIAM, 
PAM and other models of the strongly correlated electron systems. The ~ork in this 
direction is in progress. 
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Ky3eMCKllii A.JI. . El7c96-23 
Ksa3114acT11~mui ·.mmar,.111Ka M0.UeJJII AHJJ.epco11a. 

B · pa6oTe 11Jy4anncb iumar,.m4ecKiie csoiicTsa o.u11onpm1ec11oii MO.UeJJII A11.uep-
co11a np11 Ko11eY11b1x Te.r,.mepaTypax c T04KII 3pemrn aJJ.eKsanmro on11caima I .' 
KBa3114aCTl14llblX COCTmnmii B paMKaX i'eopm1 MH0rHX. Ten II MeTOJ].a·ypas11e1i11ii 
.!J.BIDK(!IIIUI .. Haii)].e!IO HOBOe TO)KJ].eCTB0, CBll3b1Ba10mee 0J].II04aCTll4HYIO II ~moro-
4aCTl14HYIO cpyHKUIIII fpima. Ha 0CH0Be :noro TO)KJ].ecrna y.u~OCb !Ja3B11Tb_ nocne~ 
.!J.OBaTeJlbHblH Ca~lOCOJ'JlaCOBallllblii 110.UX0.U JJ.J]ll II0CTp0e!llHI 06061UeHllblX cpe.UIIIIX 
IIOJJeii (ri9npaBKII. ynpyroro paccemnrn) II BblB0J].a_ T04110f0 npCJlCTilBJJellllll JJ.J]ll 
Maccosoro onepaTopa (nonpaBKII 11eynpyroro paccemi,rn) · B paMKax ypas11e11~1a 
JlaiiCOlla. 3TO 1103B0J111J10 IIOJ1)'411Tb II0B0e np116J11DKel1HOe BblpIDKeH11e JJ.J]ll 0)].110-

, , , 

4acn14H0ro nponaraTopa, BKJ1104a10mee o.u11ospeMe11110 paJJ10)Ke1me no_ CTeneHllM 
KYJlC)HOBCKOii Kopperi'siu1m u II _napaMeTpa m6p11.mnaui111 V. npe.unaraeMblii 110.UX0JJ. 
.uaeT. B03M0)Kll0CTb. CIICTeMan14ecKoro II0CTpoemrn mnepnoJJllUIIOHllblX . .Ulll!a~lll-
4eCKIIX pewem1ii r,.10.ueneii C CHJlbll0ii 3J1eKTpo11110ii KoppeJJllUlleii. 

Pa6oia ,BblllOJJileHa B Jla6oparnp1111 Teopern°1e1:Koii q)IBIIKH IIM. H.H.Eoron10-
6osa Ol151l1. · · 

. . . 
Coo6me1111e O6b'emi11e111mro 1111cmryra ll/\ep11hll( 11cC/le/\OBai111ii. )ly611a,' 1996 

V 

Kuzemsky A.L: • El?-96-23 
Quasipartic)e Many-Body pypamics· of .the Anderson Modd 

The paper addresses the manyabody quasiparticle ·dynamics of the Anderso~ 
impurity. modcl at finite temperatures in the framework of th_e equation~of-motion · 
method. We find a new exact identity relating the one-particle and many-particle 
Grben's Functions. Using this identity we present a consistent and generalscheme 
for a construction of generalised mean fields (elastic scattering corrections) and 
self~energy (inelastic scattering) in terms of Dyson equation. -A new approach for 
the complex expansion. for the sfogle-particle propagator in terms of Coulomb 
repulsion U and hybridisation Vis proposed. Using the exact identity, the essentially 
new many-body dynamical solution of SIAM ha~ been derived'.·This approach offer 
a new way for the systematic construction· of the approximative interpolating 
dynamical solutions of;the strongly correlated electron systems. · 

·. The investigation . has ~been. performed· at the. Bogoliubov 'Laboratory of 
Th<;!~retical Physics, JINR. 
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